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ABSTRACT
Many image-based modeling and rendering
techniques involve photographing a scene from an array
of different viewpoints. Usually, this is achieved by
moving the camera or the subject to successive positions,
or by photographing the scene with an array of cameras.
In this work, we present a system of mirrors to simulate
the appearance of camera movement around a scene
while the physical camera remains stationary. The
system thus is amenable to capturing dynamic events
avoiding the need to construct and calibrate an array of
cameras. We demonstrate the system with a high speed
video of a dynamic scene. We show smooth camera
motion rotating 360 degrees around the scene. We
discuss the optical performance of our system and
compare with alternate setups.
1. INTRODUCTION
When analyzing the appearance and dynamics of
real-world scenes, it is often useful to photograph the
scene from many viewpoints. Just as human stereo vision
provides 3D information about the world, multiple
camera viewpoints can provide key insight into the 3D
structure and dynamics of real-world scenes.
High speed photography has been widely used over
the past decades for the analysis of complex motion such
as turbulent liquids, human motion, and ballistics.
Combining high-speed photography with multi-view
imaging may reveal much more information concerning
the dynamics of such events.
Previous multi-view techniques have involved either
mechanically rotating the subject or camera or using
multiple cameras. However, it is often difficult to move
the subject and camera at the high speeds required to
obtain significantly varying viewpoints with respect to
the rate of high speed photography. As a result, slowmotion photography (taken with a high speed camera) is
usually photographed from a single viewpoint. The rare

cases showing camera motion typically use arrays of
cameras which are often hard to assemble and calibrate.
In this paper we present an optical system capable of
rapidly moving the viewpoint around a scene. Our
system uses a cylindrical mirror which surrounds the
scene, and a smaller spinning mirror to direct the
camera’s viewpoint toward different positions on the
cylindrical mirror. The final result is a circular array of
virtual viewpoints centered on the scene. We explore the
focal length properties of such a system and compare
against other mirror setups.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Previous systems for multi-view photography can be
generally classified as multi-camera systems, motorized
systems, or systems with multi-view optics. Frequently,
these systems are designed to address the broader
problem of reflectance capture where both lighting and
viewpoint vary. In this paper we focus on viewpoint
variation, though our technique could be integrated into a
reflectometry system (Hawkins, 2001; Matusik 2002;
Han, 2003; Tong 2005) in which the incident lighting is
varied as well.
Camera arrays have been used for multi-viewpoint
capture as early as the 19th century. In 1878, Eadweard
Muybridge used a linear array of still cameras to capture
the motion of a running horse [Muybridge, 1878;
Muybridge, 1885; Solnit 2004]. However, the slightly
differing viewpoints acquired were an unintended artifact
of the system. More recently, various artists and
technologists have used still camera arrays to create
“time-slice” virtual camera moves in which the scene is
shown frozen or very slowly moving as the camera
viewpoint changes [Macmillan 1984; Taylor 1996]. In
the mid-90's the French visual effects firm BUF
Compagnie used view interpolation between two camera
positions to synthesize camera motion across a frozen
dynamic subject in several television commercials and
music videos [Buffin 1996]. Camera arrays have been

explored for purposes of multi-view video transmission
[Yang 2002] and high-speed, high dynamic range, and
high-resolution applications [Wilburn 2005]. While
providing additional flexibility, large camera arrays are
typically expensive and require significant effort to
calibrate temporally, geometrically and chromatically.
By contrast, our system uses a single camera and a
relatively simple arrangement of mirrors to acquire
multiple viewpoints without moving the camera or the
scene.
The most common way to capture multiple views of
a scene is to rotate the subject on a turntable, move the
camera around the scene manually, or use a dolly or
motion control system.
For example, Kaidan
(www.kaidan.com) rotation tables are frequently used to
shoot Quicktime VR object movies [Chen 95]. Motioncontrol systems have been used to rotate cameras and
samples for reflectance capture [Murray-Coleman and
Smith, 1990; Dana, 1999; Dana, 2002].
Often,
motorized turntables are combined with linear camera
arrays [Hawkins, 2001; Matusik, 2002; Tong, 2005].
Unfortunately, motorized systems are generally too slow
for dynamic scene capture, and non-rigid scenes can be
undesirably affected by being moved during image
capture. Our system avoids these problems by rotating
only a lightweight mirror element about its axis to
produce virtual motion around the scene.
Multi-view optical systems use additional optical
elements such as mirrors and/or lenslets to create the
appearance of many viewpoints within a single image.
Such systems have few or no moving parts, and can
produce useful image datasets when used with a
sufficiently high-resolution camera. [Yang, 2000; Ng,
2005; Georgiev, 2006] add additional lenslets either
behind or in front of the lens to capture multiple angular
samples for each scene point. These techniques require
trading off spatial resolution for angular resolution. In
contrast to our work, the lenslets are not arranged to
surround the scene, and allow for capturing the scene
only from the same fixed arrangement of viewpoints.
[Ward 1992] placed a reflectance sample and a fisheye
camera near the center of a hemispherical mirror, so that
the hemisphere of radiant light from the subject is
reflected back to the lens of the camera. This allowed a
point sample to be viewed from many different
directions in a single photograph. Related optics were
explored by [Carter, 1999; Mattison, 1998].
[Dana
2001] combined a parabolic mirror with a translation
stage to capture the outgoing radiance from a point of a
reflectance sample. Unlike our system, these record only
a point sample of the scene in any particular image.
[Levoy 2004] used a 4 × 4 array of small flat mirrors and
a high-resolution still camera to simulate a small camera
array, however, the set of views was fixed and discrete
rather than continuous.

The kaleidoscope system of [Han and Perlin, 2003]
uses a prismatic conical mirror placed around the scene.
Interreflections between the mirrors yield a discrete
sampling of views across the upper viewing hemisphere
in a single image. By adjusting the taper angle of the
kaleidoscope, users can trade-off between spatial and
angular resolution in a single photograph. [Hawkins,
2005] uses a smooth mirrored cone around an
illuminated volume of participating media to measure its
phase function in a single image. [Kuthirummal and
Nayar, 2006] surround the scene using mirrored cones
and cylinders to produce multi-perspective views of a
scene within a single photograph. However, these
optical systems generally obtain only one complete
image of the scene within a frame. In contrast, our
system uses two mirrors, one cylindrical and one rotating
flat mirror, which produce continuously variable camera
motion around the scene in successive frames of a video
sequence.
In this paper we use our system to capture highspeed video of a milk splash in which the camera angle
rotates continuously during the event. This work is
inspired by the well-known photographic work of Harold
Edgerton who pioneered the use of a stroboscope flash to
freeze high-speed motion [Kayafas 2001]. Due to the
complexity of the photographic equipment and the nonrigid nature of his subjects, the majority of Edgerton’s
work shows a fixed relationship between the camera and
the subject. In 1994, Tim Macmillan produced camera
motion around a frozen milk drop using an array of
approximately seventy macro cameras [Macmillan,
1984]. By contrast, our system produces video of a milk
splash in slow motion from a continuously rotating
viewpoint using a single high-speed camera instead of a
camera array. While this makes our setup more
straightforward in some respects, we are not able to
completely freeze the motion since our images are taken
in succession. Furthermore, while our system does not
require the complex calibration and alignment of an
array of images taken from different cameras, it exhibits
a limited depth of field and some image warping in it
current instantiation.
3. SYSTEM DESIGN
When using a smooth conical mirror, additional
views can be generated by moving the camera off-axis.
As the radial slices are no longer all focused on the same
vertical line, we can reconstruct a perspective view.
Instead of physically moving the primary camera, we
place a tilted flat mirror between the camera and the
subject. By rotating this intermediate mirror we can
generate many novel perspective views of the scene.
Our system, shown in Figure 1, consists of a small
scene, the camera, a flat spinning mirror, and a relatively

inexpensive motor.
In comparison, mechanically
rotating the camera around the scene at such a speed at a
distance of over a meter would be far less practical and
safe.
The camera used is a Vision Research Phantom v7.2
camera which can capture 800x600 color images at up to
4800 fps. As the secondary mirror is relatively small, it
can rotate at fast speeds without affecting the scene or
camera.

Figure 2: In our setup, rotating the central mirror produces a
continuous set of virtual camera positions around the scene.
The position of the virtual camera depends on the distance d of
the camera to the spinning mirror, the angle of the tilted mirror
α, and the radius of the cylindrical mirror r.

If we unfold the optical system (Figure 2), the
virtual camera position follows a circular path centered
at the subject. The virtual camera view has elevation
angle = π/2 - 2α, at a distance, d + 2r / sin(2α). As the
actual camera does not rotate with the mirror, the virtual
camera appears to roll around its viewing axis as it orbits
the scene.
Figure 1: Photograph of apparatus including (a) the high
speed camera, (b) the spinning mirror (c) the cylindrical
mirror, and (d) the scene, in this case a plastic cup of milk.

large cylindrical mirror surrounding the scene. Our
cylindrical mirror has a radius (r) of 53cm and a height
of 20cm in height. The camera, subject, and spinning
mirror are placed along the optical axis of this cylinder.
The subject is placed 20cm below the center of the
cylindrical mirror, and the spinning mirror is mounted on
a vertical motor shaft such that its center is an equal
distance above the cylindrical mirror.
Finally, the
camera is placed approximately 100cm above the
spinning mirror, aimed looking directly down on it. By
tilting the angle (α) of the spinning mirror approximately
35° from vertical, an image of the scene reflects out
toward the cylindrical mirror, then back to the spinning
mirror, and then up to the camera. The rotation of the
mirror allows different viewpoints of the scene to be
reflected toward the camera. Since the spinning mirror is
lightweight and need only rotate about its center of mass,
it is easily driven to rotate as much as 600rpm by an

4. OPTICAL PERFORMANCE
The geometrical arrangement of our system is such
that the cylindrical curved mirror magnifies the image
seen by the camera. The cylindrical element results in an
anamorphic optical system. Consequently, there is in
effect a different focal length lens combination in the
horizontal and vertical directions on the image sensor.
This has two major effects as seen in the camera image:
first, the aspect ratio of the scene appears stretched
horizontally; secondly, the unequal magnification has the
effect of creating different foci in the horizontal and
vertical directions.
As a result, one can focus the camera lens such that
the image is focused on horizontal features of the scene
and vertical edges are blurred (see Figure 3a and 4a).
Alternatively, one can adjust the focus and bring vertical
features of the scene into focus and compromise focus in
the horizontal (Figures 3b and 4b). In between these two
extremes is a focus where the blur in the horizontal and

vertical directions is similar, resulting in an overall
defocused image (Figure 4c).
In order to bring the entire scene into focus, we
increase the ambient illumination of the scene and reduce
the aperture of the camera lens to the point where, at our
camera’s resolution, the increased depth of field results
in an image which appears to be in focus. As illustrated
in Figure 5, the aperture is simply reduced such that the
pencil of rays becomes small enough to create an
apparently focused image. Increasing the illumination in
our case is relatively straight forward as we do not rely
on any form of structured illumination. Using our
experimental setup, the camera lens is generally stopped
down to F11 and the scene illuminated by standard
theatrical lights.
An alternative solution would be to employ a corrective
mirror or lens. There is a number of possible corrective
optics; one is the introduction of a second curved mirror
(or equivalent lens) between the spinning mirror and the
camera lens, as illustrated schematically in Figure 4e. In
our system however this would be quite difficult to
implement - this additional optical assembly would have
to rotate exactly synchronously to the existing spinning
mirror.

(a)

(b)

It is preferable, considering the implementation issues, to
improve the image quality through modifying the surface
profile of the existing spinning mirror shown in Figure
1b. This optimization has been performed using
numerical methods. This optimized mirror profile
improves the focus of the image at the camera and
further distorts the aspect ratio. An example of the
improvement in image quality, relative to Figure 4c, is
shown in Figure 4d.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

Figure 3: A cylindrical can with a checkerboard label (a) can
appear both stretched and out of focus ((b) & (c)) when seen
through our optical system. Photographing the scene with a wide
lens aperture demonstrates the differing focal distances of vertical
and horizontal image detail. With the lens focused at the distance
of the spinning mirror, vertical image detail is in focus (b). With
the lens focused an additional distance of 2r/sin(2α) beyond the
mirror, horizontal detail comes into focus (c). This effect can be
compensated for by using either a small aperture or corrective
optics.

Figure 4: Comparison between original flat spinning mirror
and an optimized curved spinning mirror. (top) (a)-(c) show
the original mirror focused (a) horizontally (b) vertically, or
(c) with the best average focus. (d) uses the optimized
corrective lens shown below.

Figure 5: Schematic showing the path of vertical light rays. Rays from the scene (a) reflect off the cylindrical mirror (b), are focused by
the camera lens (c) and intersect the image plane (d). At the vertical focal length, the vertical rays are focused on the image plane (left).
At the horizontal focal length, the rays do not intersect the plane at a single point. (center). Using a smaller aperture, both the horizontal
and vertical rays converge (right). Insets show the intersection of rays with the image plane.

Figure 6: Rapid viewpoint change is shown in a high-speed video of splashing milk. In these still images, the viewpoint rotation is most
easily seen in the strip of tape in front of the plastic cup. The original video was captured at 2000 frames per second with the viewpoint
virtually rotating around the scene every 500 frames. The mirror distortion is visible in the 6th image in the sequence.

5. RESULTS
To demonstrate our system, we filmed a steel hex
nut thrown into a plastic cup of milk. We ran the highspeed camera at 2000 frames per second and rotated the
mirror approximately four times per second, achieving
slightly less than one degree of rotational motion around
the scene per frame of video. The resulting video, once
processed, shows slow motion photography of the
resulting splash with a continuously rotating point of
view (Figure 6).
Before processing, the raw video rotates both around
the scene and around the virtual camera’s optical axis.
We digitally counter-rotate the image to remove this
camera roll. This resulting video exhibits the horizontal
stretching effect, which we again compensate for with
digital image processing to scale the image to the correct
aspect ratio. This yields the final processed video.
The final video exhibits subtle temporally-varying
warping due to the imperfect shape of the cylindrical
mirror, which is formed from a bent sheet of mylar. If
better-machined glass optics were employed, this effect
would not be present.
6. COMPARISON WITH A FACETED
MIRROR APPROACH
A related alternative approach to capturing multiple
views of a scene is to surround the scene with multiple
planar mirrors (reminiscent of the faceted mirrors of a

Praxinoscope, though pointing inward rather than
outward) rather than a smooth cylindrical mirror (see
Figure 7). In this alternative setup, each planar facet
reflects its own view of the scene toward the camera, and
any number of such facets could be placed around the
scene until the field of view is reduced to less than the
extent of the scene. If a particularly wide-angle lens
such as a fisheye lens were used, all of these views could
be photographed simultaneously in a single image, but at
greatly reduced image resolution per view.
Following our principal approach, the same spinning
mirror setup can be used to direct the light of each view
toward the camera in sequence. Since all of the mirror
elements of the system are planar, the resulting images of
the scene seen by the camera have none of the optical
difficulties of the cylindrical mirror setup: the image is
not stretched, and the horizontal and vertical image detail
becomes clear at the same focal distance (the images still
appear to roll about the z axis as the mirror spins, but this
is easily corrected).
However, the faceted mirror approach has three
disadvantages compared to the smooth cylindrical mirror
approach. First, the number of viewpoints achievable is
locked to the number of mirror facets, and is limited by
the minimum field of view necessary to see the subject
through any one facet. In the smooth mirror approach,
the viewpoint rotates continuously with as the spinning
mirror rotates. Thus, any number of views around the
scene can be obtained by adjusting the speed of the
mirror and/or the frame rate of the camera.

Figure 7: An alternative setup, created for purposes of comparison, of a partial cylinder made of planer facets (left). While this arrangement
produces sharp images of the scene for a stationary camera (center), spinning the central mirror produces rapid translation of the image of
the scene. Unless photographed at very short shutter speeds, this will cause motion blur in the resulting images (right).

Second, the faceted mirror approach requires
synchronization between the camera and the spinning
mirror. If the camera were to expose an image with the
spinning mirror aimed between two mirror facets, the
resulting image would show two fragmented views of the
scene at the edges of the frame and be difficult to use.
Achieving such synchronization would require an
additional encoder and/or a nontrivial motion control
system. In contrast, the smooth mirror approach requires
no synchronization and produces a seamless image
centered in the frame for any mirror position.
The third disadvantage of the faceted mirror
approach is that the images reflected in the facets
translate rapidly across the field of view of the camera as
the mirror spins, similar to cars of a train passing by at
high speed. In contrast, the smooth mirror approach
produces a steady image of the scene that stays centered
within the camera’s field of the view. The translational
motion of the successive image viewpoints requires a
very short shutter speed to obtain a clear image of the
scene. If the sensor integration time lasts even a small
fraction of the time it takes the mirror to spin from one
facet to the next, the resulting image will exhibit
translational motion blur (Figure 7, right).
This
translational motion is significantly more extreme than
the additional rolling motion inherent in either spinning
mirror system. This is because the roll motion shows the
scene spin about the camera axis just once per mirror
rotation while the faceted system shows the scene travel
across the frame every time the mirror moves from one
facet to the next. Having the shutter be open for such a
small percentage of the available time is counterindicated by the exposure needs of high speed
photography; typically, a large fraction of the available
time between frames is required to sufficiently expose
the sensor. Alternatively, a strobe lighting system could
be used to freeze the image motion, but this would
introduce significant additional system complexity.
For these reasons, our proposed smooth cylindrical
mirror approach to multi-viewpoint imaging has

significant advantages over the faceted mirror approach.
In particular, if corrective optics (rather than a small
aperture) is used to correct the astigmatism of the smooth
cylindrical mirror system, then the ability to make
efficient use of the light available makes it far superior to
the faceted approach
7. FUTURE WORK
Currently, the system produces only a onedimensional array of viewpoints around the scene. For
light field acquisition applications, it could be of interest
to produce views of the scene from differing inclinations
(e.g. from above, straight-on, or below) as well.
Ongoing work has shown that this can be done if the
cylindrical mirror is replaced with an inward-pointing
ellipsoidal mirror having its minor axis coincident with
the center of the cylindrical mirror and with its two foci
at the centers of the subject and the spinning mirror. In
this manner, changing the azimuth of the spinning mirror
still changes the azimuth of the virtual viewpoint while
changing the inclination of the mirror now changes the
viewpoint’s inclination, allowing for the capture of a
continuous two-dimensional array of viewpoints.
Furthermore, the astigmatic nature of the system is
largely eliminated as the ellipsoidal mirror is similarly
curved horizontally and vertically.
However,
constructing an ellipsoidal mirror of sufficient imaging
quality is nontrivial, and foreshortening of the flat mirror
at near-vertical angles prevents achieving viewpoints
from directions that approach being directly above or
below the scene.
Compared to building a camera array, our apparatus
is relatively inexpensive and simple to construct. The
current system is built of mirror-coated mylar strips and
a lightweight wooden frame. The largest error of the
current system is the slight waviness of the cylindrical
mirror and the need for corrective optics to compensate
for the system’s astigmatism, which would allow wider
camera apertures to be used.

7. CONCLUSION
We have presented a single-camera technique for
capturing dynamic events from multiple viewpoints.
Using a small rotating mirror and a larger cylindrical
mirror, our system generates many views rotating around
the scene while moving neither the camera nor the scene.
We believe this multi-view image acquisition process
could be used in a variety of computer graphics and
vision application involving 3D reconstruction,
reflectance capture, and scene understanding.
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